BRENNEKE ATS
Anti-Terror Slug
®

The Anti-Terror Slug
from BRENNEKE
The BRENNEKE ATS®
shown penetrating
a series of 1mm
steel plates.

It is no secret that the threat
of terrorist attacks continues to
grow. Unfortunately, standard
ammunition issued to regular
police forces is usually insufficient
to respond to these threats.
Ammunition that is capable of
stopping violence immediately
and effectively should be
available in every police car or
emergency vehicle, along with the
appropriate firearm.

®

Standard handgun ammunition, along with
most cartridges for automatic weapons,
do not provide the power and penetration
required to stop terrorism, especially in
urban environments when the assailant
might be in a vehicle, a building, or behind
a barricade.
The new ATS® by BRENNEKE has been
created specifically for these situations.
The ATS® is a 12 gauge, 2 3/4" cartridge
containing an extremely hard one-ounce
(424 gr) slug. It can be used with any type
of shotgun barrel. To distances of 50 yards, it
provides exceptional stopping power that no
standard ammunition can match.

ATS POWER
& performance
®

The ATS™ captured by high-speed
photography as it penetrates 12
one-mm steel plates.
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Energy with supreme
stopping power

The BRENNEKE ATS® hits with 5.7 times
more power than a 9mm handgun round
at 25 yards…4.5 times more at 50 yards.
Compared to a 7.62x39 Kalashnikov rifle1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
cartridge, the ATS® generates 36% more
9
energy at 25 yards and 3.5% more at 50
8
yards. Plus, the tremendous power of the
7
ATS® is released much more quickly at the
6
target than with a pistol or rifle bullet.
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The ATS® is not just about power.
It is highly accurate, as evidenced by
the five-shot, 1.4" group shown at left,
fired at 50 yards using open sights.
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Compare ballistic data, and you‘ll see there is no comparison.
12 gauge 2 3/4" BRENNEKE ATS®
One-ounce (424 gr) slug

Specifications subject to change and correction.

Distance
Velocity
Energy

yds
fps
ft lbs

0
1680
2639

25
1430
1913

Caliber 9 mm Luger
Full metal jacket 123 grain
50
1204
1359

Distance
Velocity
Energy

yds
fps
ft lbs

0
1181
382

Caliber 7.62x39 Kalashnikov
Full metal jacket 123 grain
25
1106
335

50
1047
300

There‘s more good news.
The extraordinary performance and
stopping power of the BRENNEKE AntiTerror Slug requires no special equipment.
It is designed to function flawlessly in
any 12 gauge shotgun appropriate to law
enforcement use—eliminating the need
for specialized, costly firearms.

The only investment required is in the
BRENNEKE ATS®—an investment that will
repay itself every time police, military or
security forces must deal with terrorist
threats and other criminal activities.
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The power of the ATS® demonstrated
during ballistic gelatin testing
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Energy
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0
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